
 

  
BOULEVARD ONE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE  

September 20, 2018  
 
 
Attendees 
Committee: Jamie Fogle, Monty Force, Jim Hartman, Steve Lane, Chuck Woodward, and Kevin 

Yoshida 
Lucky’s: Tom George, Peter Hogg, John Velbeck  
MoonStar: David Hoesly, Sarah Kaplan, Mike Leuteneker 
Flix Brewhouse: Steven Douglas, Nick Kitaeff, Bob Koontz, David Lane, H McNeish 
Design Workshop: Jamie Fogle 
 
The meeting convened at 8:00 a.m.  
 

● Minutes Approval (9/6/18) 

A motion by Steve Lane and seconded by Chuck Woodward was passed to approve the minutes of the 
September 6th BDRC meeting as presented.  
 

● Lucky’s 
Sustainability Initiatives cont. 

Applicant: 
o An updated, more inclusive report on sustainability initiatives undertaken by Lucky’s was provided 

to the BDRC 

Committee: 
o Appreciate the document organization of comparison of goal statements & response of initiatives at 

this store.  This report does satisfy and support the sustainability efforts for Boulevard One.  
o Is there consideration of a tie-in to the Denver compost program?  Lucky’s follows a waste 

disposal process and composting is a step in that process.  
o Does Lucky’s accept plastic bags back for recycling?  Yes, and will be returning to the use of paper 

straws. 

Lucky’s anticipates returning in 6-8 weeks for Final review and to break ground in June 2019.  
  
A motion by Chuck Woodward and seconded by Steve Lane was passed to accept the September 13, 2018 
Sustainable Building Initiatives report for Lucky’s Market. 
  

● Design Workshop 
Monumentation Wall (Lowry Blvd/Monaco) 

Jamie Fogle recapped the previous options for the star motif and the latest recommendation.  All agreed to the use of the 
star shape seen in the window and outside display at 130 Rampart Way.  Jamie will further explore exact dimensions and 
how far off the wall it should be pinned.  In response to Carla’s comment, yes, the wall will appear as dimensional stone 
through the corner design. 
 
There was discussion about options of metal.  Preference is for aluminum for a silver look and paint black if the star loses 
too much visibility from a distance.   There is no plan to up-light the star since there is pedestrian lighting near the walls 
that will provide illumination in the area. 
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Can the utility boxes be screened more dramatically?  Jamie responded that they are fairly big boxes so specific screening 
would only draw more attention to them.  Current plans do have them surrounded with plantings.  

● MoonStar 
Lowry Blvd 5-Plexes 
Final 

Applicant: 
o Alley plantings were added using two types of clematis for color on metal trellises perpendicular to 

the wall between garages  
o Meter screening 
o Lighter toned brick at side entries 
o Energy reports at 50 and 44 HERS for end and middle units respectively 

Committee: 
o There was discussion about some elements on the detail sheets, with all questions answered 
o On site grading for top of foundation is approved.  
o Landscaping is approved.  However, there will be coordination with LRA, Design Workshop, 

MoonStar and KUH for design, grading and construction of the landscaping of the mews between the 
MoonStar and KUH buildings. 

o Jamie pointed out that there are five pedestrian poles in the vicinity so need to understand that 
there will be more light at entries that is shown on the photometric plan provided. 

A motion by Kevin Yoshida and seconded by Steve Lane was passed for approval of the Final plans for 
the MoonStar 5-plex rowhomes on Lowry Blvd.  
 

● Flix Brewhouse 
Pre-Design 

Applicant - H McNeish provided background to the presentation: 
o In June the idea of a brewhouse as a 2nd anchor was taken to the LRA board.  They asked that the 

proposed use be presented to the community for input.  An open house was conducted with over 
100 in attendance resulting in a 90% approval of the use determined through comment cards 
collected from attendees.  In July the LRA board approved the use for the site.   Paradigm Design was 
then engaged for the design of the Flix facility.  Monty clarified that the board approved the 
brewhouse use of the site, and for the western edge of the site to be residential as a buffer to 
the existing single family homes.  The board did not have any comment on the design that is 
to be approved through the process of the design review committee.  

o The goal is to work toward a design that balances corporate needs and a “fit” to the neighborhood 
context. 

o The site plan aligns the drives between Parcel 6 and 7 to accommodate shared parking and 
pedestrian accessibility 

o The residential townhomes on the west end has been programmed into the site plan.  Monty added 
that the LRA is currently renegotiating with MoonStar on a previous LOI as the residential 
developer for this site.  He said that he felt it very important to require residential on the 
western end for a transition to the existing neighbors. 

o The internal programming influences the exterior design. 
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o This is a nine screen theater facility with a total of approximately 900 seats.  That number can sound 

significant, but as a comparison Landmark has six theaters with 904 seats.  More theaters are 
moving in the direction of more screens but limiting the seats for more flexibility with a variety of 
specialty showings and events.  This also impacts the sequencing of showings and balances out the 
arrivals and departures of people across the day and evening. 

o Wanting to keep the brewery component of the facility as a key element of the design it is located at 
the entry corner of Lowry Blvd and Pontiac. 

o Steve Douglas, with Flix, added that the brewhouse goes a step further than dining and a brewery on 
site.  There are six core brands available, but each franchise has the option of adding several more 
options to the mix.  The brewery equipment is visible to both the interior and exterior and is a focal 
point so is front and center. 

o There is indoor and outdoor seating with an area that can be closed off for event space. 
o The studio walls interior to the building wrap around a centralized kitchen.   Learned over time that 

the centralized kitchen lessens the amount of time for service to patron in each theater. 
o The massing of the exterior theater walls is broken up with design elements. 
o There is parking and pedestrian connectivity on the east to the rest of the commercial site. 
o Dining capacity outside of the theater setting would be approximately 75-80 with 20 at the bar and 

another 50-60 spread between inside and outdoors. 
o Average daily occupancy load spread across a week is about 40-50% 
o Varying materials and treatments would be used to break up the massing and give the appearance of 

numerous buildings side by side rather than one long building. 
o Plans include trellised areas on the south and east walls that would provide places to grow hops to 

carry the theme of the brewery. 

Committee: 
o There is a long history of community input in the design guidelines calling for connections to the Air 

Force heritage, the character vision for Boulevard One, and activating the pedestrian realm.  How are 
those things supported in this design?  The main pedestrian realm is along Lowry Blvd and the 
design team is open to ideas on improvements. 

o Open Studio had done preliminary work on some design that seemed to engage the pedestrian realm 
more than this design.  Is this a step back? 

o This design is lacking continuity of context of the design for the rest of the commercial site.  It seems 
to stand alone in isolation.  The master developer monitors the connections, activations, proper 
blending of designs that are building the desired character.  It is understood that there has to be a 
balance of the Flix brand and the Boulevard One character and other multiple demands of the design 
to navigate.  Is it time to zoom out and take another look at the context of the whole commercial 
site? 

o Is there a way to rearrange the interior function to open opportunities for more transparency and 
glazing on the outside walls?  Flix found out that not very many come to solely dine or drink 
without the theater experience.  Flix offers that as an option but it is limited and not the focus 
of the design.  For efficiency of operation having the theaters surrounding the centralized 
kitchen is optimal.  The mass of the walls on all sides is a consideration to appearance and what the 
townhome dwellers to the west will see out of their 2nd and 3rd level windows. 

o The conversation with the community indicated this use is an acceptable idea.  Just need to look at 
the seams and edges and how to treat the walls that are integral to the use of the building.  The 
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greatest challenge is the front of the building.  Flix has been flexible to fit into each community 
where they have built. 

o The west end of the south wall seems to lack innovation in design and dead ends without much 
activation. 

o This could be an artistic billboard.  Lighting can add a lot of interest rather than a number of 
materials and detailing.  Projection art that is changeable rather than permanent art might be a 
consideration.  Just returned from a trip to Hong Kong and saw some interesting ideas of 
character displays on walls. 

o Scared of any art work that gets old and stale fast and being too overdone and glitzy.  That is not 
within the character vision of Boulevard One.  Concern of reflecting adjacency to the park and the art 
work located there. 

o The south elevation across from and interaction with the park in very important.  Perhaps the use of 
spandrel glass that is softly backlit would provide a better option to the shown brick massing. 

o The forehead above the brewery window seems too prominent.  Rooftop chillers are located 
behind that wall. 

o 1) Caution of how the west end is treated and compatibility with the townhome alley; 2) Awning for 
outdoor seating on the south during heat of the summer.  Flix does have options for shading 
learned from their Texas locations. 

o Where is the valet parking station?  On Lowry Blvd. 
o Regarding the plaza area, it seems very open and unattractive.  The landscaping plan will be 

developing that will bring more detail to that area at a later meeting.  There is also a planned 
concept meeting with CCD that will potentially bring about some more changes.  Lowry Blvd 
and Pontiac are the main pedestrian connection, the brewery on that corner with a beer 
garden animation are elements of activation in response to the design guidelines 

o Concern of conflict with too much mobility clutter with scooter/bike parking, drop off, valet parking 
station all on that corner.  LRA will work with Flix and Kelmore/Confluent to coordinate the 
locations and design of some of those activities and further discussion on exploration of a mobility 
hub. 

 
● Administrative Item 

Embrey requested a review of a possible change of color for the pedestrian portal from Quebec.  There was a 
feeling that the approved blue might be too bright.  Embrey also thought the dark color of some stucco was too 
dark in application.  There was a materials mock up constructed on site and they asked the DRC to review and 
give them a direction or approval on colors.  Some BDRC members did go to the site and reviewed the various 
possibilities shown.  Pictures were also taken and shown to the full committee.  Consensus was that the blue is 
fine and does not need to change.  However, Embrey has agreed that if the blue does appear too bright when 
applied to the portal, there is a backup maroon that the committee can consider at that time.  There was 
agreement that the lighter stucco to replace the dark tone is approved.  Embrey will follow up with a 
material/color board that will be sent in for the file.  
  
 Adjournment was at 11:00 a.m. 
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